Abstract. Jordan algebras are characterized from amongst the finite dimensional commutative algebras without the use of identities. This is achieved by investigating the properties of the linear fractional transformations generated by the quasi-inversion and all translations. is a graded decomposition of Pol V. We will identify D _ x with V.
is a graded decomposition of Pol V. We will identify D _ x with V.
2. The quasi-inversion. Let A be a finite dimensional commutative algebra over A. By adjoining a unit element e to A we can form a new commutative algebra with inversion. The quasi-inversion is the unique birational map q in Rat A satisfying (e + x)(e + q(x)) = e. Definition. Let G (A) be the group of birational transformations of A generated by the quasi-inversion q and all translations Ta(x) = a + x, a E A.
If A has a unit element e0, with inversion j, then q = T_ jT and G (A) is generated by./ and all translations.
Definition, (a) Let LX(A) be the Lie subalgebra of Rat A generated by all the h E Rat A such that id + 8h £ G(A ®K K[8]) where K[8] is the algebra of dual numbers over K (82 = 0).
(b) Let L2(A) be the Lie subalgebra of Rat A generated by D_X(A) and all Q(x)a, a G A.
Characterizations of Jordan algebras.
Theorem. Let A be a commutative finite dimensional algebra over K. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) A is a Jordan algebra. we can deduce that h = 0.
Now let h G Rat A be such that / = id + ôh G G (A ®K K[S]). Then by the above Vf maps L(A ®K A[5]) into itself. Note that the given description of the Lie algebras L(B) for Jordan algebras B shows that L(A ®K K[8]) is naturally isomorphic to L(A) ®K K[8]. Since (VAp))(x) = (id + 8(dh)Jp(x -8h(x))=p(x) + 8[h,p](x) for p G L(A) c L(A ®K K[8]) and for x G A, it follows that [h, L(A)] c L(A). Hence p^>[h,p] is a derivation of F(/l) for all h G LX(A). By [4, Kapitel II, Satz 3.1] there exists, for each h G LX(A), h' G D_X(A) + D0(A)
(2)=>(3). Since Fa5(x) = x + a8 and qT_Saq(x) = x + Sg(jc)a, then L2(j4) is a subalgebra of F [(/I).
(3) => (4). This is evident.
= -6(ax3 + x(ax2) + 2x(x(xa))) + 6(2ax3 + 2x2(ax) + 2x(ax2)) -6(2ax3). (2). This is well known [1] .
(2)=>(1). Since q= T_ejTe, where e is the unit element of A, then Q(x) = -(dj)~le is a polynomial map A -> End A of degree 2. The previous theorem now implies that A is a Jordan algebra. Assume now that char K = 0.
(1) => (3). This was done above. A counterexample. Let A be a finite dimensional commutative algebra over K in which any product of n elements is zero. Then q(x) = '2,""Jl(-\)mxm, (dq)~l is a polynomial map A -^ End A, and L2(A) is finite dimensional, but A need not be a Jordan algebra.
